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Not everything in this world is Black Or White..

There is Grey..! The Mysterious Grey..!!

Logline 



When in 1966, Homi Jahangir Bhabha’s plane crashed mid air, everyone thought it was
an accident.. Until a CIA Operative confessed the angle of sabotage in it..

In 1994, major scandal broke out in ISRO which led to accusations of Pakistan and
Russian spy agencies’ involvement

When in the past about 12 years, as many as ten Indian nuclear scientists were either
abducted, killed or just went missing, no one including the Government of India
considered the hand of a foreign intelligence agency in it..

What if there is..
What if there is more to it than meets the eye..

Preamble 



Professor Sudarshan Reddy, eminent Nuclear Scientist, is killed and officer Nayak comes in to investigate the death.

He meets Arushi Reddy, the breathtakingly beautiful and doubtfully young wife of Prof Reddy. Nayak, who is

smitten by her at first sight, starts asking questions and Arushi takes him through the Professor’s life and her own

marriage to him, Professor’s fears of being chased by foreign intelligence agencies..

Are they just his fears or real.. Is it a murder by foreign agencies or a suicide driven by schizophrenia..

As time passes by and the investigation has marched on, Nayak realizes that there is another person, a Dr. Raghu

the professor’s psychiatrist also involved, even romantically with Arushi..

Is it Dr. Raghu who’s conspired with Arushi to kill the Professor.. Is it a simple Crime of passion..

As the drama unfolds and more questions are asked, it opens up the grey shadows that define intelligence

agencies, their procedures, the betrayals, the scandals and the cover-ups to achieve their mission..

Synopsis 
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Genre 



• Grey is an Espionage thriller, focused on the intelligence drama of agencies

• Grey is made in the lines of noir films of the 60’s. Ref: Casablanca, Notorious, 

Obsession etc. 

• Made entirely in Black and White to suit the drama, texture and expression, the 

first of it’s kind in Telugu

• Photography uses Light and shadow, Contrast and patterns, all the features of Noir 

genre to good effect

• Dark Jazz underscores the crime, passion and scheming in the story, highlighting 

each shade of grey

• Glass and reflection is used in all the major locations to subtly induce the mystery 

that’s the characteristic of the story

Highlights 
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Character Arcs



?

He’s dedicated majority of his life for

advancement of science but hasn’t got enough

respect, recognition or support from

motherland. He decided to sell it to the country

which respects him and his work. Arushi comes

into his life as a wife and transforms him. He

decides to be a patriot once again because of

her and her love. Unfortunately, it’s too late

and he’s killed before he’s realized it..

Professor Sudarshan Reddy:

CHARACTER METER - BLACK: 0; WHITE: 75; GREY: 25



Arushi is all.. 

The Spy, The Wife, The Lover, The Seductress, The 

Journalist, The Strategist, The Vulnerable, The 

Melancholic..

A Journo by profession, she works for RAW and is a 

trained seductress. Much like the Mata Haris of 

intelligence, she can pierce into the hidden and dark 

desires of a man and turn him into a puppet..

However, during the mission, she goes soft and her 

own fantasies of being the life partner to a 

respectable man wake up and challenge her..

Now, she has to choose between her mission and her 

personal choices..

Arushi Reddy

CHARACTER METER - BLACK: 0; WHITE: 50; GREY: 50



Nayak comes to Professor’s house with the password

to the Safe. His mission is to open it, take the hard

disc and leave the country.

Upon seeing Professor dead, he takes the disguise of

a cop and starts investigating..

However, when he sees Arushi, he is totally in love

with her.. Head over heels.. Mission takes a backseat

and lover starts driving the vehicle..

Nayak is a brilliant agent but a natural lover so loses

his mission and is caught by RAW sleuths.

Nayak

CHARACTER METER - BLACK: 25; WHITE: 25; GREY: 50



Dr. Raghu is a psychiatrist, works for Russian SVR as

a sleeper agent.

Raghu is persuaded by Arushi for Reddy’s

treatment. His mission starts with treating Reddy

thru hypnosis and taking control of him.

But parallelly, he also falls for Arushi. He proposes to

her and they begin a breezy affair, each not knowing

that the other is an agent.

Raghu is exposed by Nayak albeit with a different

motive. Raghu realizes his mission is complete and

leaves Arushi.

Raghu is a sophisticated lover in contrast to Nayak

Dr. Raghu

CHARACTER METER - BLACK: 25; WHITE: 50; GREY: 25
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Cast Details
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Prof. Reddy – Prathap Pothen

• The ace actor is well known in South films having 

acted in Malayalam, Tamil and Telugu films

• His illustrious acting career spanned over four 

decades and 100 films

• Famous for his sharp and deft portrayal of quirky 

characters 

• Well known to Telugu audience with direct Telugu 

films like Evade Subramanyam, Chukkallo

Chandrudu, Akali Rajyam etc and recent Malayalam 

films like Bangalore Days, Uyare and Forensic
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Arushi – Urvashi Roy

• Femina Miss India Delhi State 

winner 2018

• Winner Yamaha Fascino Miss Diva

• Finalist of VLCC Miss India  

• Acted in Two Telugu films yet to be 

released: Damayanthi, and Savithri

• In Close-Up French Kiss TVC, Image 

Eyewear, Simply Secret

• Age: 25 Years
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Dr. Raghu – Arvind Krishna

• Known for his films like Rushi, It’s My 

Love Story, Shukra etc

• Played prominent roles in big 

multilingual productions including 

Rajini’s Annatthe, Ravi Teja starrer 

Ramarao On Duty etc

• He suits Dr. Raghu’s character to the T 

with his handsome looks and 

sophisticated get-go

• Age: 36 Years
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Nayak – Ali Reza

• Ali Reza worked in several commercials and 

TV Soaps for over ten years

• Rose to fame with his Big Boss stint in 2019 

made him a regular name among Telugu 

households

• His notable performances in the films Wild 

Dog and Dhruva gave him an actor status

• Well known to web audiences thru series 

like Metro Kathalu and Expiry Date etc.
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Crew Details
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• Raj Madiraju: Raj Madiraju is an award winning writer and

director. He helmed projects for prestigious Prasad

Productions such as Rushi and Andhra Pori. Rushi and

Pirates 1.0 featured in several international film festivals and

won awards.

• Rajeev Nair: Art Director over a decade, worked for films like

Ishq, Rushi, Fidaa, Hello etc. An NID alumni and a good

painter himself, is a great asset. Raj and Rajeev worked

together for 3 films

• Chetan Madhurantakam: Chetan is the alumni of Rajiv

Menon’s Mindscreen Institute, Chennai. He worked with

biggest cinematographers such as Jayanan Vincent and PS

Vinod etc on many prestigious films in Hindi and Telugu.

GREY is his debutant effort
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• CH Uma Maheshwar (EP): Mahesh worked with Prasad

Productions as an Executive Producer for Rushi & Andhra

Pori..

• Nagaraju Talluri: Eminent flautist, known in Telugu film and

art circles for over three decades; having rendered for all top

composers including Rehman, DSP, Thaman, Harris Jairaj

etc. Working on a Telugu version of Coke Studio

• Satya Guduthuri: Editor with an experience of assisting top

editors like Sreekar Prasad, Kotagiri, Gautham Raju. Edited

films Mallee Raava, RGV’s Pattapagalu, Andhra Pori etc

• Hemanth Siree Marg: Stylist and designer for over 15 years.

Has co-founded TASRIKA for the development of native

textile and handloom workers. Has a great sense of how style

works for film
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Producers
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Kiran Kallakuri – Producer
Engineer with an experience of Turnkey project execution to Billion 
Dollars worth in the Middle East;
Established Adwithiya Movies Pvt. Ltd. With a passion and a plan to 
make films regularly

Rajesh Tholeti – Co-Producer
Software Engineer with an experience of over two decades in Multinational 
Conglomerates; Resident of London, UK;
Has been an exam board member for Cambridge University. Has a passion 
for art, been serving the community as Vice-Chair, London Telugu Assn

Raja Vasista – Co-Producer
Software Engineer with a passion for films. Co-Produced a couple of 
short films and a feature shot in the UK. 
Has close associations with TFI.

Sridevi Kallakuri – Co-Producer
A doctorate in Telugu and reader of Telugu Mythology with a passion 
for movies and flair for Teaching. Joined hands with Adwitiya Movies 
Board as a Director
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Locations
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Thank You

Raj Madiraju
9848803132

Umamaheshwar Chadalavada
8886569669

Greythefilm

Grey The Film

Grey the Film


